OLYMPIC
Available in two different colour options: briar wood effect/black and red/black.
1 Cabinet in high quality plastic laminate plywood (thickness 30 mm).
2 Hardwood slanting feet - coated in washable paint - for better stability.
3 Cold drawn steel (25 NC 6) rods (diameter 16 x 2.3mm) with high stress resistance (R
= 100 Kg x mm2) and 15 micron thickness chromium plating. One-colour (red-blue)
standard players moulded to the bars (on request three-colour selflocking players in redblack-pink and blue-black-pink). Telescopic rods for greater safety also available.
4 Nylon bushes with steel ball bearings for high speed action, smoother play and
reduced wear and maintenance.
5 Playfield in choice of 5mm non-reflective, tempered glass or plastic laminate on a
chipboard base. Detachable from upper cabinet by means of two locks to enable
lowering for internal cleaning and inspection.
6 Holders for glasses, bottles or cans at each end.
7 The table is covered using tempered anti-break glass. This reduces noise, keeps
playing area clean and prevents tampering and theft of balls. Recommended where play
cannot be supervised.
8 A kit with 4 ashtrays and an anti-theft metal cable is available on request.
9 On request, playfield Led-bar lighting system, complying with EU regulations on the
Electromagnetic Compatibility and Safety (Low Voltage).
10 Standard mechanical coin mechanism set for any kind of coin or token. Options: a)
mechanical coin mechanism with coin rejector; b) electro-mechanical coin mechanism
with motorised ball release system; c) electronic coin mechanism with motorised ball
release system. For further information please see page 38 and following.
11 10 white “Standard” balls supplied with the table.

TECHNICAL CHART
MODEL

OLYMPIC*

OLYMPIC**

WEIGHT

Kg 100

Kg 105

HEIGHT

cm 96,5

cm 96,5

LENGTH

cm 150

cm 156

WIDTH

cm 76

cm 76

PLAYING FIELD

cm 114x70,5

cm 120x70,5

PACKAGING

cm 152x82x46

cm 158x82x46

* Non-rotating goalkeeper
* * Rotating goalkeeper

